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What should I already know?




Life existed before your grandparents were
born.
Millions of years ago, dinosaurs lived.

Working scientifically skills

metal tools.
Mesolithic Middle
Age

AtStone
the end
of the Ice Age, the sea
levels rose so Britain turned into an
migration movement from one place to another in
island.
order to settle there

Humans survived by using sharp
Neanderthal an stone
early species
being,
now
tools toof
killhuman
animals,
such
as



Use word mats to understand the meaning
behind the words, Palaeolithic, Mesolithic and
Neolithic.
Ask questions and find out the answers about
the Stone Age.
Explain how Britain changed during the Stone
Age using a timeline to help.
Study Stone Age artefacts/tools and explain
what their uses were.
Place events on a timeline using dates




The stone age began when the first

What climate means and an example of it.

Describe what life was like during the three
stages of the Stone Age - use a Venn diagram





tools
made from
hearths the floor
of awere
fireplace,
or thestone
stoneand
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ended
with
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introduction
of
brick area in front of it





flint
tool

Vocabulary
What will
I know by the end of
the
unit?
a piece of stone used
in fire-starting
and as a

Timeline

extinct

mammoths.

Dead animals proved to be useful
Neolithic New Stone Age
resources because they provided
food
to eatofand
skinswith
to keep
warm.
nomad a person or
a group
people
no fixed

Look
at evidence
the stone age
home who travelled
around
to findof
shelter.
such as: cave paintings, early tools,
Palaeolithic Old or
‘ancient’
Stone
Age.
fire
hearths,
settlements
and the
remains
a Mesolithic
man.this is
Settlement When
people of
start
a community,
a settlement

